GENERAL NOTES

1. If the work operation (excluding establishing and terminating the work area) requires that two or more work vehicles cross the offset zone in any one hour, traffic control will be in conformance with Index No. 602.

2. No special signing is required.

3. When a side road intersects the highway within the work area, additional TTC devices shall be placed in accordance with other applicable TCZ indexes.

4. When construction activities encroach on a sidewalk refer to Index No. 660.

5. For general TCZ requirements and additional information, refer to Index No. 600.

SYMBOLS

- Work Area
- Lane Identification + Direction of Traffic

CONDITIONS

WHERE ANY VEHICLE, EQUIPMENT, WORKERS AND THEIR ACTIVITIES ARE BEHIND AN EXISTING BARRIER, MORE THAN 2' BEHIND THE CURB, OR 15' OR MORE FROM THE EDGE OF TRAVEL WAY.